
Of those that had therapeutic levels of 6-TGN, 30/42
(71%) were in clinical remission. 7/30 (23%) were in total
remission (clinical, biochemical [normal CRP/WCC], endo-
scopic and histological). 16/30 (53%) were on Azathiopurine
(AZA), 14/30 (47%) were on mercaptapurine (6MP). 11/30
(37%) were on combined therapy with biologics.

Of those that had non-therapeutic levels of 6-TGN, 19/32
(59%) were in clinical remission. 5/19 (26%) were in total
remission. 12/19 (63%) AZA. 7/19 (37%) 6MP. 7/19 (37%)
were on combined therapy.

Of those with therapeutic levels of 6-TGN, 12/42 (29%)
were not in clinical remission.

6/12 (50%) AZA, 6/12 (50%) 6MP. 8/12 (75%) were on
combined therapy with biologics.

Of the cohort that had non-therapeutic levels of 6-TGN,
13/32 (41%) were not in clinical remission. 6/13 (46%)
AZA, 7/13 (44%) 6MP. 11/13 (85%) were on combined
therapy
Conclusion Our study so far suggests that, clinical remission
rates were similar (71% vs. 59%) for those who had thera-
peutic 6-TGN levels and for those who had not. It also
shows that even without achieving therapeutic levels of 6-
TGN, 59% of patients were still in clinical remission. Our
study interestingly highlights that even with therapeutic levels
of 6-TGN and with three quarters of patients on combined
biologics – 29% were still not in remission. This preliminary
study suggests interesting trends, that will be assessed further
across the entire population (n=426) and compared with
European data.
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Introduction Biologic infusion services are seeing ever increas-
ing activity. Facilitating this in a timely and safe manner with
limited capacity is increasingly difficult.

Patients are monitored for infusion reactions following
infliximab (IFX) and vedolizumab (VDZ) infusions, based on
recommendations from the product manufacturers. Patients
receiving IFX infusions are monitored in the unit for 2 hours
following the infusion first four infusions, 1 hour following
infusions 5–9 and 30 min for each infusion thereafter. For
VDZ, a 2 hour observation period following the first 2 infu-
sions is recommended.

The introduction of ustekinumab, licensed without a defined
post infusion observation period, led us to consider the need for
post infusion observation periods in other patient groups.
Methods We reviewed patient records of all patients receiving
IFX and VDZ infusions in our clinic between September 2016
and September 2017 to identify infusion reactions and docu-
ment when these occurred.
Results 1152 infusions of IFX and 330 infusions of VDZ
were administered over the 12 month period. The total post-
infusion observation time for these patients was 953 hours.

10 infusion reactions occurred (0.9%), all in patients receiv-
ing IFX. 6/10 (60%) occurred within 10 mins of starting IFX
infusion (immediate), 2/10 (20%) later during the infusion
(acute), and 1/10 (10%) occurred 2 weeks after receiving the

infusion (delayed). No infusion reactions occurred during the
post-infusion observation period.

No infusion reactions occurred in patients receiving VDZ.
Conclusions We analysed 953 post-infusion observation hours
after 1152 IFX and VDZ infusions in our unit over a one-
year period. The total infusion reaction rate was 0.9% (10/
1152). Of note, none of these occurred during the post-infu-
sion period. The results from this large single centre retro-
spective study demonstrate that the risk of onset of adverse
reactions to either IFX or VDZ during the post infusion
observation period is very low. Patients who have not had a
reaction during the infusion do not routinely need to stay in
the unit for post infusion observation. We hope that by for-
mally adapting this strategy we will better manage the increas-
ing demands on our capacity, whilst still providing safe and
appropriate care to our patients.
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Introduction HICKORY OLI evaluated the safety and efficacy
of etrolizumab (etro) via independent, centrally-read endos-
copy, patient (pt)-reported outcomes, and inflammatory bio-
markers in pts who are IR to aTNFs.
Methods Pts received etro 105 mg injected SC every 4 weeks
(14 week induction). Mayo clinical subscores (MCS) based on
endoscopic score (ES), and pt-reported rectal bleeding (RB) and
stool frequency (SF) were assessed at baseline (BL) and week 14.
Clinical response:�3 point and 30% reduction of MCS from BL
and �1 point decrease in RB or RB £1. Remission: MCS £2 with
individual subscores£1 and RB=0. Endoscopic improvement:
ES £1. RB remission: RB=0; SF remission: SF £1 with�1 point
reduction from BL. The% decline from BL in RB and SF at week
14 was also calculated.
Results HICKORY OLI enrolled 130 UC pts; 45% had previ-
ously failed >1 TNF antagonist. BL disease activity included
MCS score, 9.4; median C-reactive protein (CRP), 6.6 (95%
CI: 2.9, 14.5) g/dL; and median faecal calprotectin (FC),
1778 (95% CI: 898, 3452) mg/kg.

At week 14, etro treatment was associated with clinical
response in 50.8% of pts; remission in 12.3%; ES £1 in
23.9%; RB remission in 52.3%; and SF remission in 35.4%.
43.9% of pts had �1 point improvement from BL in the ES
score, and improved ES scores were associated with increased
rates of RB and SF remission. Among pts with ES=0, 100%
reported RB £1, and 90% reported SF £1 (table 1). Pts who
achieved either SF or RB remission or ES £1 also
demonstrated >50% geometric mean reduction in CRP
(BL �2.87 mg/L) and >70% geometric mean reduction in FC.
Conclusions TNF antagonist-experienced pts with moderate-
severe UC and high disease burden treated with open label
etro for 14 weeks achieved clinically meaningful clinical
response and remission and endoscopic improvement. Pts who
had a decline in ES �1 achieved higher rates of RB and SF
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